Abstract. Multiprocessor job scheduling problem has become increasingly interesting, for both theoretical study and practical applications. Theoretical study of the problem has made significant progress recently, which, however, seems not to imply practical algorithms for the problem, yet. Practical algorithms have been developed only for systems with three processors and the techniques seem difficult to extend to systems with more than three processors. This paper offers new observations and introduces new techniques for the multiprocessor job scheduling problem on systems with four processors. A very simple and practical linear time approximation algorithm of ratio bounded by 1.5 is developed for the multi-processor job scheduling problem P 4|f ix|Cmax, which significantly improves previous results. Our techniques are also useful for multiprocessor job scheduling problems on systems with more than four processors.
Introduction
One of the assumption made in classical scheduling theory is that a job is always executed by one processor at a time. With the advances in parallel algorithms, this assumption may no longer be valid for job systems. For example, in semiconductor circuit design workforce planning, a design project is to be processed by a group of people. The project contains n jobs, and each job is handled by a specific subgroup of people working simultaneously on the job. Note that a person may belong to several different subgroups but he can work for at most one subgroup at a time. Now the question is how we can schedule the jobs so that the project can be finished as early as possible. Other applications include (i) the berth allocation problem [18] where a large vessel may occupy more than one berth for loading and unloading, (ii) diagnosable microprocessor systems [17] where a job must be performed on parallel processors in order to detect faults, (iii) manufacturing, where a job may need machines, tools, and people simultaneously (this gives an example for a system in which processors may have different types), and (iv) scheduling a sequence of meetings where each meeting requires a certain group of people [10] . In the scheduling literature [14] , this kind of problems are called multiprocessor job scheduling problems.
Formally, each instance for the multiprocessor job scheduling problem on a k-processor system (P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P k ) consists of a set of jobs J = {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n }, where each job j i is given by a pair (Q i , t i ) with Q i a subset of the processors in the k-processor system and t i the execution time, to specify that the job j i requires the set Q i of processors with running time t i . Therefore, the job j i is a multiprocessor job that requires the simultaneous execution of a set of processors instead of a single processor. Of course, no processor can be assigned to participate in the executions of more than one job at any moment. The goal is to construct a scheduling for these multiprocessor jobs so that the k-processor system finishes the execution of all the jobs in the minimum amount of time. Preemption is not allowed in the scheduling. This multiprocessor job scheduling problem is denoted as P k |fix|C max in the literature [14] .
Feasibility and approximability of the P k |fix|C max problem have been studied by many researchers. The P 2 |fix|C max problem is a generalized version of the classical job scheduling problem on a 2-processor system [11] , thus it is NPhard. Chen and Lee [7] developed a fully polynomial time approximation scheme for the P 2 |fix|C max problem. Hoogeveen et al. [15] showed that the P 3 |fix|C max problem is NP-hard in the strong sense thus it does not have a fully polynomial time approximation scheme unless P = NP (see also [3, 4] ). Blazewicz et al. [3] developed a polynomial time approximation algorithm of ratio 4/3 for the problem P 3 |fix|C max , which was improved later by Dell'Olmo et al. [9] , who gave a polynomial time approximation algorithm of ratio 5/4 for the same problem. Both algorithms are based on the study of a special type of schedulings called normal schedulings. Goemans [12] further improved the results by giving a polynomial time approximation algorithm of ratio 7/6 for the P 3 |fix|C max problem. More recently, Amoura et al. [1] developed a polynomial time approximation scheme for the problem P k |fix|C max for every fixed integer k. Polynomial time approximation schemes for a more generalized version of the P k |fix|C max problem have also been developed recently [8, 16] .
The polynomial time approximation schemes [1, 8, 16] for multiprocessor job scheduling problems are of great theoretical significance. However, the current versions of the algorithms seem not practically useful yet, because of the very high degree of the polynomials [1, 8] , or the huge constant coefficient [16] in the time complexity of the algorithms. Chen and Miranda [8] have asked for practically efficient approximation algorithms for the multiprocessor job scheduling problem for systems with small number of processors. For the P 3 |fix|C max problem, Goemans' approximation algorithm [12] runs in linear time and has approximation ratio 7/6, which seems very acceptable practically. On the other hand, no similar results have been developed for the P k |fix|C max problem with k ≥ 4. In particular, the techniques developed for the P 3 |fix|C max problem, including the analysis of normal scheduling [3, 9] and the method of splitting 1-processor jobs [12] , seem difficult to be generalized to systems of more than 3 processors. Currently, the best practical algorithm for the P k |fix|C max problem is due to Chen and Lee [7] , which runs in linear time and has approximation ratio k/2 for k ≥ 3.
The current paper is a respondence to the call by [8] . We focus on the P 4 |fix|C max problem. We offer several new observations and introduce several new techniques. First, we derive two lower bounds for the makespan of an optimal scheduling for a job set, one is based on 3-processor jobs and a careful pairing of 2-processor jobs, and the other is based on the total processing time of each processor. The lower bounds are simple but very effective in the analysis of our approximation algorithms. Secondly, we carefully pair the 2-processor jobs and make a partial scheduling of 3-processor jobs and 2-processor jobs. We observe that in these partial schedulings, most processor idle times are within a small region, thus the 1-processor jobs can be inserted in this region to effectively fill the gaps. Our derived lower bounds also help us to effectively handle large gaps. Combining all these, we derive an approximation algorithm of ratio 1.5 for the P 4 |fix|C max problem, which significantly improves the best previous ratio 2 for practical algorithms for the problem.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 derives two lower bounds for the makespan of optimal schedulings for the P 4 |fix|C max problem. Section 3 discusses partial schedulings for 3-processor jobs and 2-processor jobs. The approximation algorithm and its analysis are given in section 4. We conclude in section 5 and propose several problems for future research.
Two Simple Lower Bounds
Suppose that the system has four processors P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , and P 4 . An instance of the P 4 |fix|C max problem is a set of jobs: J = {j 1 , j 2 , . . . , j n }, where each job j i is described by a pair j i = (Q i , t i ), Q i is a subset of {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 } indicating the processor set required to execute the job j i , and t i is the parallel processing time of the job j i executed on the processor set Q i . The processor set Q i is called the processing mode (or simply mode) of the job j i . To make the job j i meaningful, the mode Q i must be a nonempty set.
A scheduling S of the job set J is an assignment of each job j i in J with a starting time to be executed on the processor set Q i in the 4-processor system such that no processor is used for execution of more than one job at any moment. The makespan of the scheduling S is the latest finish time of a job in J under the scheduling S, denoted by S(J). An optimal scheduling of the job set J is a scheduling whose makespan is the minimum over all schedulings of J. The makespan of an optimal scheduling is denoted by Opt(J). An approximation algorithm A of the P 4 |fix|C max problem is an algorithm that for each given instance J of the P 4 |fix|C max problem constructs a scheduling for J. We say that the approximation ratio of the algorithm A is (bounded by) r if for any instance J, the scheduling S constructed by the algorithm A satisfies S(J)/Opt(J) ≤ r.
We consider approximation algorithms for the P 4 |fix|C max problem. Since we can always schedule jobs of mode {P 1 , P 2 , P 3 , P 4 } before other jobs without increasing the approximation ratio of an algorithm for the P 4 |fix|C max problem, we can assume, without loss of generality, that an instance of P 4 |fix|C max contains no jobs requiring all four processors in the system. Thus, there are at most 2 4 − 2 = 14 processing modes for jobs in an instance of the P 4 |fix|C max problem (note that the mode corresponding to the empty set is also excluded). A job is a 1-processor job if its mode contains a single processor. Similarly, we define 2-processor jobs and 3-processor jobs.
Group the jobs in J, according to their processing modes into 14 subsets of jobs:
here for simplicity, we have used indices instead of processor subsets to indicate the processing modes. For example, J 124 is the subset of jobs whose mode is {P 1 , P 2 , P 4 }. For each index label I, let t I be the total processing time of the jobs in the subset J I . For example, t 124 is the sum of the processing times of the jobs of mode
We first derive two lower bounds for the value Opt(J). Let That is, T i is the total processing time of processor P i required by all the jobs in the instance J. Since even without any idle time, each processor P i must spend processing time T i on the job set J, we derive the first lower bound on Opt(J):
We say that two modes Q 1 and Q 2 are consistent if a job of mode Q 1 and a job of mode Q 2 can be executed in parallel (i.e., Q 1 ∩ Q 2 = ∅). For example, the mode {P 1 , P 2 } and mode {P 3 , P 4 } are consistent, and the mode {P 1 , P 3 , P 4 } and mode {P 2 } are consistent.
Partition the 2-processor job subsets and the 3-processor job subsets in J into seven groups:
where each group consists of either a single subset of 3-processor jobs of the same mode, or two subsets of 2-processor jobs whose modes are consistent. 
Proof. Pick any two jobs j and j in two different groups in (1) . It is easy to see that the modes of the jobs j and j are not consistent so one of them cannot start until the other finishes. Thus, for a group of 3-processor jobs, say J 123 , the system takes at least time t 123 to process the jobs in the group, during which no jobs in other groups can be processed. Similarly, for a group of 2-processor jobs, say {J 12 , J 34 }, the system takes at least time T 12,34 max = max{t 12 , t 34 } to process the jobs in the group, during which no jobs in other groups can be processed. Therefore, the makespan of any scheduling for the job set J is at least as large as as claimed by the lemma.
According to the above discussion, we have the following lower bound for the makespan of an optimal scheduling for the job set J.
Partial Scheduling of 2-and 3-Processor Jobs
In this section, we consider partial schedulings that assigns only 2-processor jobs and 3-processor jobs in the job set J to the system. A scheduling of the whole job set J will be obtained by properly inserting 1-processor jobs in the job set J into a partial scheduling.
Without loss of generality, we can assume t 12 ≥ t 34 and t 14 ≤ t 23 . In fact, if t 12 < t 34 , then we exchange the index pair {1, 2} and the index pair {3, 4}. Under the condition t 12 ≥ t 34 , if t 14 > t 23 , then we can further swap the indices 1 and 2, and swap the indices 4 and 3. Note that swapping the indices 1 with 2 and the indices 4 with 3 does not affect the relation t 12 ≥ t 34 .
We schedule the 2-processor jobs and 3-processor jobs based on the job groups given in (1) in terms of their processing modes. There are two possible situations, depending on the relation between t 13 and t 24 . We illustrate our schedulings for these two situations in Figure 1 .
The makespan of each of the schedulings in Figure 1 is 
Note that the ordering of the groups in the scheduling can be permuted arbitrarily without increasing the makespan. Moreover, for each 2-processor job group of two consistent modes (e.g., the group {J 12 , J 34 }), the smaller job subset of one mode (e.g., J 34 ) can be scheduled to either have the same starting time, or have the same finishing time as the larger job subset of the other mode (e.g., J 12 ).
Fix a scheduling S of 2-processor jobs and 3-processor jobs in Figure 1 . Under the scheduling, each group of jobs in (1) may introduce a "gap" for certain processors in the system. For example, the 3-processor job group {J 123 } introduces a gap of length t 123 for processor P 4 , while the 2-processor job group {J 12 , J 34 }, when t 12 > t 34 , introduces a gap of length t 12 − t 34 for processors P 3 and P 4 . We say that the scheduling S has gap structure (g 1 , g 2 , g 3 , g 4 ) if under the scheduling S, the processor P i has g i gaps, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. The two schedulings in Figure 1 can be distinguished by their gap structures: the first scheduling has gap structure (2, 2, 2, 4), and the second scheduling has gap structure (3, 1, 3, 3) . Note that two gaps in a scheduling may be "merged" so they look like a single continuous gap. In this case, however, we still regard them as two gaps.
An Approximation Algorithm for P |f ix|C max
We are ready to present our main algorithm. Given a job set J, we first group the jobs in J according to their modes, as given in (1). Then we construct a partial scheduling S for the 2-processor job groups and the 3-processor job groups, which takes one of the configurations given in Figure 1 (precisely which configuration is taken depends on the relation of the processing times t 13 and t 24 ). The makespan of this partial scheduling S is T = , which is not larger than Opt(J), according to Lemma 1. Now consider the 1-processor job subsets J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , and J 4 of processing times t 1 , t 2 , t 3 , and t 4 , respectively. We discuss how we insert the 1-processor job subsets into the partial scheduling S to make a scheduling for the whole job set J. Recall that under the partial scheduling S, each processor has a certain number of gaps, which correspond to the idle time of the processor. There are two different situations.
Recall that B 0 = max{T = , T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 }, where T i is the total processing time on processor P i required by the job set J. According to Corollary 1, B 0 ≤ Opt(J). Case 1. There is a processor P i such that one of the gaps of P i has length ≥ B 0 /2, or the sum of the lengths of two gaps of P i is ≥ B 0 /2.
Suppose that the processor P i has a gap of length ≥ B 0 /2. Let this gap be caused by a job group G in (1). We apply the algorithm given in Figure 2 .
Algorithm. ScheduleP4-I Input: a partial scheduling S of the 2-processor jobs and 3-processor jobs in J under which processor Pi has a gap of length ≥ B0/2 Output: a scheduling S0 of the whole job set J 1. Suppose that gap for the processor Pi is caused by the job group G, remove all job groups after the job group G in the partial scheduling S; 2. add the 1-processor job subsets J1, J2, J3, and J4 to the scheduling (let them start at their earliest possible time after the starting time of the job group G); 3. add back the job groups removed in step 1 (in exactly the same way as they were in the partial scheduling S).
Fig. 2. Scheduling S0 when processor Pi has a large gap
The algorithm SchedulP4-I produces a scheduling S 0 of the whole job set J. We show that in this subcase, the makespan of the constructed scheduling S 0 is bounded by 1.5B 0 .
Since the gap of the processor P i has length at least B 0 /2 and the gap is caused by the job group G, the length of the job group G is ≥ B 0 /2. The makespan of the partial scheduling S is T = , as shown in Figure 1 . Suppose after removing all job groups after the job group G in S, the remaining scheduling has makespan T , then the part removed from the scheduling S has length exactly T = − T since no two jobs from two different job groups can be processed in parallel. Now adding the 1-processor job subsets J 1 , J 2 , J 3 , and J 4 results in a new scheduling S . We claim that the makespan T of the scheduling S is bounded by T + B 0 /2. In fact, suppose T > T + B 0 /2, then the latest finished job in the scheduling S must be a 1-processor job subset J j . Suppose that the job subset J j has mode {P j }. Then under the scheduling S , the processor P j keeps busy since the job group G starts until the job subset J j finishes (this is because by the algorithm, the job subset J j starts at its earliest possible time after the starting time of the job group G). The processor P j spends at least B 0 /2 time units from the beginning to the end of the job group G since the length of the job group G is ≥ B 0 /2. After this, the processor P j needs to spend more than another B 0 /2 time units to finish the job subset J j since T > T + B 0 /2. Therefore, the total processing time of the processor P j is larger than B 0 . This contradicts the definition of B 0 , in which we have let B 0 ≥ T j (recall that T j is the total processing time of the processor P j ).
Thus, after adding the 1-processor job subsets, the resulting scheduling S has makespan T bounded by T + B 0 /2. Finally, when we add back the job groups removed from the partial scheduling S in step 1, we get a scheduling S 0 of the whole job set J, whose makespan is bounded by T + (T = − T ), which is in term bounded by T = + B 0 /2 ≤ 1.5B 0 (here we have used the fact T = ≤ B 0 ).
The subcase in which the processor P i has two gaps such that the sum of the lengths of the two gaps is ≥ B 0 /2 can be handled in a similar manner. Suppose the gaps are due to two job groups G 1 and G 2 . We first permute the job groups in the partial scheduling S so that the two job groups G 1 and G 2 are adjacent under the scheduling and the two gaps of the processor P i are "merged" into a larger continuous gap. Then we apply an algorithm similar to ScheduleP4-I to insert the 1-processor job subsets between the job groups G 1 and G 2 . The detailed algorithm is given in Figure 3 .
Algorithm. ScheduleP4-II Input: a partial scheduling S of the 2-processor jobs and 3-processor jobs in J under which processor Pi has two gaps such that the sum of the lengths of the gaps is ≥ B0/2 Output: a scheduling S0 of the whole job set J 1. Suppose that the two gaps of the processor Pi are caused by the job groups G1 and G2; 2. permute the job groups in S so that the job groups G1 and G2 become adjacent and the two gaps of Pi are merged into a larger continuous gap (let G2 start right after G1 finishes); 3. remove all job groups after the job group G2 in the partial scheduling; 4. remove the job group G2 from the scheduling; 5. add the 1-processor job subsets J1, J2, J3, and J4 to the scheduling (let them start at their earliest possible time after the starting time of the job group G1); 6. add back the job group G2; 7. add back the job groups removed in step 3. The proof that the makespan of the scheduling S 0 constructed by the algorithm ScheduleP4-II is bounded by 1.5B 0 is very similar to the proof for the case when the processor P i has a single gap of length ≥ B 0 /2. For completeness, we give a quick outline as follows.
First of all, the sum of the lengths of the two job groups G 1 and G 2 is larger than or equal to B 0 /2. Suppose that the makespan of the scheduling S obtained in step 3 is T (thus, the part removed in step 3 has length T = − T ), then the scheduling S obtained in step 6 has makespan bounded by T +B 0 /2 (otherwise a processor P j would have processing time larger than B 0 ). This derives that the scheduling obtained in step 7 has a makespan bounded by
Therefore, in case 1, we can always construct a scheduling S 0 for the job set J whose makespan is bounded by 1.5B 0 .
Case 2.
Under the partial scheduling S, no processor has either a gap of length larger than or equal to B 0 /2 or two gaps such that the sum of lengths of them is larger than or equal to B 0 /2.
We first explain our basic idea in dealing with this case. Look at Figure 1 . We first observe that in each scheduling, all processors finish at the same time. Therefore, in order to keep the makespan small, we only need to reduce the amount of idle time, i.e., the gaps, for the processors. By the assumption of the case, the gaps for each processor are small. Therefore, we try to "fill" as many gaps as we can so that at least one processor has at most two gaps. Since the sum of the lengths of any two gaps of any processor is less than B 0 /2, the processor with at most two gaps left shows that before the makespan of the scheduling, the processor has less than B 0 /2 idle time units. From this, we can easily derive that the makespan of the scheduling is bounded by 1.5B 0 .
Look at the two situations given in Figure 1 . The situations have gap structures (2, 2, 2, 4), and (3, 1, 3, 3) , respectively. There is a very nice property between the job groups {J 14 , J 23 } and {J 13 , J 24 }: in the (3, 1, 3, 3) structure, each of the processors with 3 gaps has at least one gap caused by these two job groups, and the processor with 1 gap has its gap not in these two job groups, while in the (2, 2, 2, 4) structure, the processor with 4 gaps has two gaps caused by these two job groups and the two gaps are merged into a larger continuous gap. This nice property allows us to insert the 1-processor jobs between these two job groups without increasing much makespan.
The algorithm for this case is given in Figure 4 .
Algorithm. ScheduleP4-III Input: a partial scheduling S of the 2-processor jobs and 3-processor jobs in J under which no processor has two gaps such that the sum of the lengths of the gaps is ≥ B0/2 Output: a scheduling S0 of the whole job set J 1. remove the job group {J13, J24} from the partial scheduling in Figure 1 ; 2. add the 1-processor job subsets J1, J2, J3, and J4 to the scheduling (let them start at their earliest possible time after the starting time of the job group {J14, J23}); 3. add back the job group {J13, J24}. Let the scheduling for the whole job set J constructed by the algorithm ScheduleP4-III be S 0 . If the makespan of S 0 is equal to the makespan T = of the partial scheduling S, then by Lemma 1, S 0 is an optimal scheduling for the job set J.
On the other hand, if the makespan of S 0 is larger than T = , then at least one of the gaps between the job groups {J 14 , J 23 } and {J 13 , J 24 } is filled by the 1-processor job subsets.
If the filled gap belongs to a processor P i that has at most 3 gaps in the partial scheduling S, then after filling one of its gaps, the processor P i has at most 2 gaps left. By the assumption in this case, the sum of the lengths of the gaps left is less than B 0 /2. That is, the total idle time of processor P i before the makespan is less than B 0 /2 (note that by our construction, all processors finish at the same time). Since the total processing time of the processor P i is bounded by B 0 , we conclude that the makespan of the scheduling S 0 is less than 1.5B 0 .
If the filled gap belongs to the processor P i that has 4 gaps in the partial scheduling S, then the filled gap must be the larger gap obtained by merging two gaps in the job groups {J 14 , J 23 } and {J 13 , J 24 }. Thus, with this gap filled, the processor P i has two gaps left such that the sum of the lengths of these two gaps is less than B 0 /2. This again derives that the idle time of the processor P i before the makespan of S 0 is less than B 0 /2, and the makespan of the scheduling S 0 is less than 1.5B 0 .
We summarize all these discussions in the main algorithm given in Figure 5 , and conclude with our main theorem. Proof. According to the above discussion, the makespan of the scheduling S 0 is bounded by 1.5B 0 , which is at most 1.5 · Opt(J) according to Corollary 1.
Algorithm. Schedule-P4
Input: an instance J for the P4|fix|Cmax problem Output: a scheduling S0 for J 1. group the jobs in J by their processing modes, as in (1); 2. construct the partial scheduling S for 2-processor jobs and 3-processor jobs, as shown in Figure 1 ; 3. if a processor Pi has a gap of length ≥ B0/2 under S then call ScheduleP4-I to construct a scheduling S0 for J; stop; 4. if a processor Pi has two gaps such that the sum of the lengths of the two gaps is ≥ B0/2 under the partial scheduling S then call ScheduleP4-II to construct a scheduling S0 for J; stop; 5. call ScheduleP4-III to construct a scheduling S0 for J. 
Final Remarks and Future Work
Multiprocessor job scheduling problem has become increasingly interesting, both in practical applications and in theoretical studies. Much progress has been made in recent years. In particular, polynomial time approximation schemes for variations of multiprocessor job scheduling problems have been derived [1, 8, 16] , which are of great significance from a theoretical point of view. On the other hand, practical algorithms for the problem have not been as successful. Practical algorithms with good approximation ratio are only developed for systems with at most three processors [7, 9, 12] . The current paper gives new observations, introduces new techniques, and extends the research in this direction to systems with four processors. Our techniques are also applicable to systems with more than four processors. For example, for the P 5 |fix|C max problem, we can have a linear time algorithm with approximation ratio bounded by 2, improving the best previous ratio 2.5 for the problem [7] . Further and more subtle applications of our techniques are currently under investigation.
We propose a few open problems for future work in this research area. The technique of grouping jobs according to their processing modes then scheduling the jobs based on job groups is known as normal scheduling [9] . For the problem P 3 |fix|C max , Dell'Olmo et al. [9] show that the best normal scheduling of a job set J has makespan bounded by 1.25·Opt(J), and proved that this bound is tight. According to this definition, Theorem 1 claims that for any instance J for the problem P 4 |fix|C max , there is a normal scheduling whose makespan is bounded by 1.5 · Opt(J). Is 1.5 a tight bound for normal schedulings for the problem P 4 |fix|C max , or the bound 1.5 can be further improved?
For each fixed k, there is a (practical) approximation algorithm for the P k |fix|C max problem whose approximation ratio is bounded by a constant [7] . However, this constant depends on the number k of processors in the system. Can we develop practical algorithms of approximation raio bounded by a constant c for the P k |fix|C max problem for all k such that the constant c is independent of k? Note that for the classical scheduling problems, such algorithms exist (for example, Graham's listing scheduling algorithm [13] ) with very satisfying approximation ratio [14] .
A generalized version of the P 4 |fix|C max problem is the P 4 |set|C max problem, in which each job may have several alternative processing modes [7] . Based on normal schedulings of approximation ratio 2 for the P 4 |fix|C max problem, Chen and Lee [7] have developed an approximation algorithm of ratio 2 + for any > 0 for the P 4 |set|C max problem. Is it possible to extend the results in the current paper to an improved algorithm for the P 4 |set|C max problem?
